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Moving Stones
Soja

[Intro]  Dm  F  Bb  Dm  C

Dm                                        F
You say there s gotta be a better way for you
                                       Bb
But see you re staying in the same old groove
                                    Dm
Ignoring the fight and blind to the light
                    C                           Dm
You re hoping and praying but never making that move

Dm                                    F
The earth s just moving in the way it does
                                       Bb
Spinning in the space waiting for your want
                                      Dm
Do you really need it what you really needed 
                   C
Slipping from your touch

                Dm
You could do it right now
             F
Let a little light out
Bb           C
We re moving stones
Dm                                     F
Looking for the inside remembering the real life
Bb          C
We covered up 
           Dm
We covered up

Dm                                     F
Can you put it down never pick it back up
                                     Bb
Hate it so much that you give it all up
                              Dm
Finding that center do you remember
                C                    Dm
When you were a kid all you need was love
                                     F
I guess that kid will never be back again
                                   Bb
Looking around at ever one of your friends
                                        Dm
Some are doing worse so you are feeling better



              C
Never getting up

                Dm
You could do it right now
             F
Let a little light out
Bb
We re moving stones
Dm                                     F
Looking for the inside remembering the real life
Bb         C
We covered up

                Dm
You could do it right now
             F
Let a little light out
Bb           C
We re moving stones
Dm                                     F
Looking for the inside remembering the real life
Bb         C
We covered up
Dm
We covered up

Dm                                F
There s a little secret in every one
                                Bb
We say only if we knew what it was
                              Dm
Then we do nothing calling it something
          C                Dm
Suffering alone is so much fun
                               F
Listening to voices hearing it loud
                               Bb
Only real point is to drown it out
                                      Dm
Do you really want it what you really wanted
            C
Start right now

                Dm
You could do it right now
             F
Let a little light out
Bb           C
We re moving stones
Dm                                     F
Looking for the inside remembering the real life
Bb          C



We covered up
                Dm
You could do it right now
             F
Let a little light out
Bb           C
We re moving stones
Dm                                     F
Looking for the inside remembering the real life
Bb          C
We covered up
Dm
We covered up
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